Sensor fusion systems have largely been implemented with centralized and hierarchical architectures using numerical and statistical inference methods. Some recent researches have emphasized distributed and decentralized systems, using analytical/quantitative inference mechanism. It appears that little has been done to define generic paradigms and theories to apply qualitative reasoning as an inference mechanism in sensor fusion systems. This paper describes a distributed sensor-fusion paradigm and theoty based on a previously developed theory to model sensors as highly autonomous units. Generic frameworks are defined to reason and make decisions at the qualitative level. Therefore, furion is done at a high-qualitative level. thus making it possible the implementation of intuitive yet effective methods to monitor, diagnose, and compensate processes and their sensors. This paradigm facilitates distribution of intelligence to the sensor level and sharing of information among sensors, controllers, and other devices in the system.
INTRODUCTION
Sensor fusion can be seen in two levels [l 13. One where only one physical sensor participates, and fbion entails interpretation of the current data point using a window of previously read points. That is, measurements from one sensor over a period of time (The measurement history of a sensor) are used to improve the quality and integrity of the current data point. A second level of sensor h i o n implies participation of a group of physical sensors measuring the same or different parameters of a process. In this case, fusion entails the combination of the current data point of all sensors to improve the quality and integrity of one or many sensors of interest in the group. To further improve the measurement, both of these levels may be used simultaneously. For example, nuclear power plants have three of the same sensors in one location (three redundant sensors of the same kind at the same location and for the same measurement purpose). Three steps are taken to insure data integrity and accuracy. First data points from each sensor are averaged over a number of measurements. Second, a voting procedure eliminates the one average that is less similar. Third, the two remaining averages are averaged again to obtain the best interpretation of the measurement.
There are many analytical and statistical methods to perform sensor fusion. These use estimating tools such as equations describing physical phenomena monitored by the sensors, curve fitting methods, Kalman filtering, averaging, etc. These methods have been further augmented with expertsystem type qualitative tools to reason using prepositional logic about the operation of the sensors and the measurand. More recent techniques that combine both logic and analytical methods such as Fuzzy Logic [I51 and Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) [12] provide a more generic (formalized theory) approach to use of logic reasoning in sensor fusion.
. Yet another issue in sensor fusion refers to the architecture used to implement a particular scheme. Sensor fusion architectures may be centralized-hierarchical or distributedhierarchical. Architectures have tended to be centralized, since data from each sensor unit is usually transferred to a central place to be processed there along with data from other sensors. A distributed hierarchy means that each sensor unit processes its own data and sends a rich (integrated) set of information to any entity that may need to use it, including other sensors. In fact, each sensor in a distributed system has access to models of the processes in which the particular 0-7803-6568-210 11% 10.00 0200 1 IEEE sensor is involved, along with information fiom all other sensors associated with the same processes. This approach defines each sensor as an autonomous agent in the context of particular processes. Moreover, it defines effectively a distributed-highly-decentralized system. This paper presents a sensor h i o n method that is highlydecentralized (HD). It defines a sensor-process-controller physical network where each sensor is a highly autonomous sensor (HAS). Further, each HAS in the network can extract qualitative behaviors associated with the measurand and itself and thus fusion is done at a high qualitative level using logic reasoning about sensor and measurand behaviors. Moreover, the HAS model is generic and allows easy instantiation of any type of physical sensor as HAS. This is an important difference with respect to other models that use expert systems, in which extensive knowledge bases for each sensor-measurand pair must be created.
BACKGROUND
We are interested in using sensor fusion to interpret signals more accurately, to monitor behaviors of the sensors and measurands, to diagnose existing malhctions or abnormal behaviors, and to predict future behaviors. As mentioned in the introduction, all of the existing sensor h i o n methods known to the authors tend to interpret and monitor a system or process either totally using numerical and statistical tools or only logic reasoning. Exceptions to this statement include Qualitative Process Theory developed by Kuipers and implemented as QSIM (for qualitative simulation) [ 151 and other methods based on what is denominated qualitative physics in the artificial intelligence community [2] . However, these theories have been developed as generic tools to reason qualitatively about physical phenomena. We are using some ideas and concepts fiom these researchers and are applying them to develop a highly descentralized h i o n scheme for a network of sensors and associated processes or systems.
Kuipers' QSIM was developed to describe qualitatively relationships among parameters of a process or system, which are normally described by analytical differential equations. Subsequently these qualitative descriptions may be used to reason and predict h u e behavior of the procesdsystem. Later, Kuipers also developed MIMIC [6-81, Brooks' Subsumption Architecture, are all seemingly diverse approaches aimed explicitly at addressing the fundamental problem of how to combine, in the best possible manner, diverse and uncertain sensor measurements and other information available in a multi-sensor system. The ultimate goal is to enable the system to estimate or make inferences concerning the state of the sensor's physical nature.
We present a fusion method that is inspired by QSIM in its generality as a theory to reason about physical phenomena, but use typical system qualitative behaviors (responses to various inputs) instead of the qualitative equivalents of differential equations. The inspiration for this approach is DeCoste's DATMI [ l](Dynamic Across Time Measurement and Interpretation). It requires the use of sensor models that are able to extract qualitative behaviors of themselves and of the measurands fiom the raw data. These sensor models have been previously developed by the first author and other researchers and are denominated Highly Autonomous Sensors (HAS) [9] [10] [18] [19] . In this context, this paper describes a distributed hierarchical sensor-data-fusion theory that employs qualitative methods to interpret measurements, to reason, and to make decisions based on the measurement interpretations. In this manner, h i o n is done at a highqualitative level, thus making it possible the implementation of intuitive (effective) methods to monitor, diagnose, and compensate processedsystems and their sensors.
GENERAL FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1 [ll]. At the lowest level, we have a distributed network of HAS'S which have knowledge of the process model in which they partake. Each HAS detects normal and abnormal behaviors of itself and its measurandenvironment using information in its own domain. It also provides necessary information for sensor fusion to both the lower HAS-level and the middle processlevel. The lower HAS-Level sensor fusion aims at verifylng whether the sensor works well independent of other sensors and provides reasonable behavior interpretations for the sensor and measurand. This is primarily a function of the HAS model. The HAS-Bus-Level sensor fusion aims at Again, this information M h e r improves interpretation of behaviors of the sensors and measurands. It is noted that improving interpretations implies learning at the sensor and process levels and updating knowledge bases. The overall network should evolve, as time passes, into a fine tuned system with increasingly larger and more accurate knowledge bases. The top level monitors all processes. It uses information describing each process at the qualitative level to improve the entire network of processes. It may, for example, rearrange the schedule for the different processes.
THE HIGHLY AUTONOMOUS SENSOR (HAS)
Underlying the generalized distributed and decentralized architecture for multi-sensor fusion is the need to understand the nature of the information provided by each sensor. This requires a good sensor model detailing each sensor's underlying physical nature and the phenomenological nature of its measurements or the qualitative information these measurements provide. Yuan [lo] . This theory is implemented in the HAS development environment, and is the essence of an engine for qualitative interpretation, reasoning, and decisionmaking (QIRD) by the sensor. The theory permits extraction of qualitative behaviors associated with the sensor, measurand, and disturbances. These behaviors, along with expected behaviors denominated "envisionments" and other qualitative knowledge that reside in the knowledge bases of the sensor and measurand, are used to perform QIRD and evaluate the integrity of the sensor and measurand. The envisionments are either entered by the user, or learned by the HAS.
The most important function of the HAS is the extraction of behaviors. They are defined by a succession of "concepts" which are, in turn, defined by properties that maintain constant values for a number of samples of the signal being read by the sensor. Table I shows how one may determine the concepts that are needed to specify a behavior. For example, given the behavior "step change," a description is generated using concepts that are qualitatively assessed by the user. These concepts include constant, noise, sudden jump, and monitoring time. Each of these concepts has to be defined in terms of a set of properties and their values at every sample time. Sudden jump may be W h e r defined as a combination of two concepts: ramp and fast exponential change.
SENSOR FUSION
To accommodate the data fusion process, the output fiom each HAS is defined by the behavior descriptor, which includes information such as constructed concepts, the behavior type, the behavior name, the confidence factor, the beginning time of the behavior, and sensor of origin. The confidence factor is assigned based on the history vector of the HAS. An example of output behavior descriptor for "stepup" fiom HAS 1 is defined as follows: 
bgi'ime(325). rpt(2).
The "step-up" behavior has three concepts, c(O), c(l), and c(0). There are three types of behaviors, namely measurand behavior, represented by "BehavType(0)" as shown in the example above, disturbance behavior (applied to measurand and can be caught by sensors) represented by "BehavType( 1 )", and in-circuit electronic interference (which is the disturbance to the sensor itself) represented by "BehavType(2)". "sensor( 1)" indicates the source of the behavior, i.e., from which sensor the behavior was detected. Here we assume all sensors in the system have been assigned a unique identification number. The behavior begins at point 325, "bgTime(325)", and it's the second time HASl("rpt(2)") is experiencing a "step-up" behavior. The confidence factor of HAS1 in detecting this behavior is 100%; "cf(O.85)".
The working history of a HAS will be saved in the knowledge base and will be quantified by the confidence factor of the behavior descriptor. The history vector shows the frequency the HAS violates environment or sensor specifications. It also shows the length of time the sensor has been used, and when it went through hard calibration. Possible factors that may affect the accuracy and reliability of the observation of a HAS include the cycles that the sensor endured beyond its specified limits, with high noise, or the period of time it endured high frequency oscillations or high temperatures. The confidence factor will relate to these items by rules defined to reflect the quality of the behavior interpreted by the HAS. The general form of the history vector is as follows:
JH(HASn): HighNoise(nl), OutOfBound(n2), HighTemp(n3), HighFreqOscil(n4), Spike(nS), TotalWorkingi'ime(n6). Drift(n7), Calibration(n8))
The values nl to n7 indicate the time period that sensor HASn has been working under such condition, such as high noise, or high temperature. The value n8 indicates the time fiom the latest hard calibration. The reliability of the sensor output will decrease as the number in the history vector increases. However, the expert defines the relationship or h c t i o n between the confidence factor and each element of the history vector.
GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR SENSOR FUSION
A variety of inference techniques can be used for fusion involving a knowledge-based system, for instance, Boolean logic, decision tree, fuzzy logic and other heuristic methods.
Any of these techniques can incorporate uncertainty in the observational data as well as uncertainty in the knowledge base. The success of these methods relies mainly on the ability to create and maintain a knowledge base that can accommodate a priori as well as updated information about the sensor and the monitored process. The three-level information qualitative representation method associated with the HAS (properties, concepts, and behaviors) make it easier to build and maintain such a knowledge base. An important piece of information necessary for HAS-BUS-level sensor fusion is the working history of each HAS unit (the History Vector). General Sensor Fusion Scheme measurand. Grouping methods and combining methods (Fig. 2) are used to obtain a composite representation of the firsed behavior interpretation. A consistency verification procedure is then performed which incorporates intuitive rules relating processes and sensors in the overall system.
The single-scale grouping method refers to the grouping of behaviors with the same qualitative window, while the multi-scale grouping algorithm refers to the grouping of behavior with different qualitative window. Both singlescale and multi-scale grouping algorithms will be used to group related behavior descriptors together. When combining the behavior descriptors from different sensors, there are at least two alternatives. One is the choosemax(CM) scheme, which means to pick the behavior descriptor with maximum reliability and discard the others.
If B is the fused behavior interpretation at the time mark p, this can be described as B@) = Bk@), where k = HASk (behavior of the sensor with the satisfactory behavior descriptor). Selection of the interpretation with the maximum reliability is formally expressed by Equation (1).
B ( P ) = M a ( B i (p),Bj (PI)
(1)
A second combining scheme is the weighted average (WA) as per Equation (2).
B ( P ) = Wi ( P P i (PI + ~j ( P P j ( P ) (2)
The weights a, and q depend on the confidence factor of each behavior descriptor. We consider only these two schemes for combination here since they are the simplest and appear most fiequently in the literature. In general, nonlinear combining and ranking schemes could also be used.
The fused behavior from the combining algorithm will then be verified using consistency verification algorithms. The region-based verification is for behavior descriptor and the window-based verification is applied at the concept level. Consistency verification here will ensure that the fused interpretation of the behavior satisfies the intuitive and common sense rules relating the process and its associated sensors. One general rule is that the behavior of one sensor is unlikely to be generated independently from all other sensor associated with the same process.
.
In our research, we employed grouping methods and combining algorithms at both behavior level and concept level. When the consistency verification at behavior level fails, then the properties at concept level are checked. The lowest-level sensor fusion is the numerical level, but it is applied after verification at higher levels indicates that numerical h i o n is appropriate. For instance, the weighted average of raw data from conflicting sensor units may be used if the conflicts are of the type that can be averaged out. The following sections will discuss in detail the possible relationships defined among HAS'S and the heuristic inference methods as well as the rules for data fusion.
QUALITATIVE INFERENCE FOR SENSOR FUSION

A. Possible Relationships Defined Between HAS
To filly utilize the information of each HAS, it's necessary to characterize the interdependencies between them. There are three basic types of information interaction according to [5].
Here we adapted the three types of interaction to our applications. A complementary relationship is reached when the observation domains of two disparate sensors do not overlap, hence together they can provide a more complete view of the environment. When two redundant sensors (can be of the same or different type) monitor the same parameter, they enter a competitive relationship if there are some conflicts in the observations. The cooperative relationship is formed between two sensors when one sensor must rely on or cooperative with another in order to obtain observations.
B. Knowledge based General Voting Policy
Three levels of voting policies are defined to determine the right interpretation of the sensor's observation when conflict arises. Based on the Byzantine General Problem, which shows how much arbitrary errors are tolerable while still be certain of making a correct decision. Lamport et a1 [17] proved that the number of tolerable arbitrary errors can be up to one third of the number of sensor nodes. However, the data fusion system for networked HAS'S with three level-voting policies is able to tolerate arbitrary errors of more than one third sensor units.
The voting policies are applied at the behavior level, the concept level, and the numerical level. At the behavior level, interpretation about the system will be that on which the majority or the sensors agree. When agreement cannot be reached at the behavior level, the h e d interpretation of the system will based on the behavior confidence factor. Sensors with high confidence factor (indicating, for instance, less cycles under extreme operating conditions, or recent calibration, or less operating limit violations, etc.) will be preferred over those with low confidence factor.
When confidence factors for behavior interpretation fiom different sensors are similar, the concepts that form the behaviors will be checked to see whether the underlying concepts are similar to each other. For example, given a boiler instrumented with three temperature sensors and three pressure sensors. When TI has high noise, T2 has a spike, and T3 works well, the behaviors are different, however, if all properties except one indicative of the noise level are the same, then the behavior descriptor of T3 will be used as the correct interpretation of the system behavior.
The weighted-average of all participating sensors will be used to interpret the behavior of the system in cases when no sensor or electromagnetic disturbances are interpreted. The weight used is the confidence factor of each sensor.
C. Generic Rules for Monitoring and Health Diagnostics
The rules defined require minimal a priori knowledge about the system and its constraints. The knowledge base of these rules can be easily updated by either adding more constraints about the system, or by defining appropriate relations between HAS units or process units. Each rule relates to general first principles at the highest qualitative level. A penalty is assessed when a rule is violated. The value of the penalty can be gathered from experts. Since the rules are explicitly defined for the sensor system or for the monitored system, it's easy to find the sensor unit or process unit that violates the rules. Two examples of common sense rules are given below.
The first rule states that behaviors of all HAS associated with one particular process change if the conditions of the process change. In the boiler example, when the temperature experiences a step change behavior as the external heat source is started, the pressure should also experience a new behavior.
The second rule states that process behaviors are reflected in each HAS associated with the process as behaviors consequent with the relationships among sensors. In this case, the pressure should experience also a step change as defined by its linear relationship with the temperature.
The third rule addresses general constraints at the concept level. That is, each concept of the HAS'S within one process or system should be related if not the same. For example, the noise level for all temperature and pressure sensors within the boiler is expected to follow the same distribution probability. Thus, the property that reflects noise level of the sensors should have the same value under normal working conditions. When any of these rules is violated, it indicates that there is a problem in the sensor that violates a rule instead of an anomaly of the monitored system. In addition to these three generic rules, other rules linked to the confidence factor may be applied. These rules are not universal, and have been defined with the sole purpose of showing how such intuitive and meaningful knowledge and inferences may be easily included in the sensor fusion system. Rule 1 : when one third of the sensors involved in voting have confidence factors of less than 0.5, the system will recommend maintenance or hard calibration, and these sensor will not be used for voting once their confidence factors drop to 0.3, or after a period of time defined by the user. This rule points out an "important, but not critical" situation.
Rule 2: when more than two thirds of the sensor units involved in voting have confidence factors less than 0.5, then the system will recommend maintenance at the next possible schedule. This rule points out a "critical" situation.
Rule 3: when all of the sensor units have confidence factors less than 0.5, the system will trigger a shut down procedure and force maintenance and hard calibration. This rule points out a "very critical" situation.
Rule 4: if the behavior interpretation from one sensor unit is related to "Spike", then use the interpretation of other sensors. Do not include this data point since it is obvious that the data does not correspond to the process.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Qualitative reasoning is the key inference mechanism in the data fusion architecture proposed in this paper. It has advantages over numeric and statistic methods for sensor data fusion in that: (1) it uses a qualitative level of description that permits representation of imprecise knowledge, (2) it permits reasoning about inexact systems in that it captures uncertainty by expressing multiple behaviors, and (3) it reduces an infinite number of infinitesimally close numeric behaviors to a small number of qualitatively distinct behaviors.
The HAS modeling environment is generic and supports expansion. In fact, it supports evolution through learning of behaviors. Aside from the logic rules used to reason with concepts and behaviors, other methods could be included such as Fuzzy Logic, Belief Theory, statistical methods, neural nets, and evolutionary techniques. One of the main contributions of this work is, in fact, that the modeling method is generic and open. Its strength is that it focuses on system qualitative behaviors in order to interpret the operation of a sensor and process. And furthermore, it exploits these behaviors to perform fusion at highly qualitative levels. In fact, human operators monitor and reason about sensors and systems based on qualitative behaviors extracted from the signals. This is a very fast and effective method to monitor and diagnose systems.
